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Internal Control and Internal Audit
The Board of Directors has put the comprehensive internal control system in place in order to
ensure the Company and its subsidiary's compliance with the objectives, Article of Association and
applicable rules and regulations, as well as the check and balance mechanism to effectively protect the
capital and investment of shareholders and asset of the Company and its subsidiary. The Company has
stipulated levels of authority and responsibilities of Management and employees and operating
regulations in writing. The Internal Audit Department has its duty to audit the operation of all
departments in the Company and its subsidiary to ensure compliance with the established rules and
regulations. The Audit Committee oversees the management and operation of the Company in order to
ensure an effective internal control and reliable financial reporting system. The Internal Audit
Department reviews and evaluates the internal control system of the Company and its subsidiary and
reports the audit result directly to the Audit Committee.
At the Board of Directors Meeting No. 1/2019 on February 27, 2019, the Audit Committee
consisting of 3 independent directors attended the meeting. The Board of Directors evaluated the
internal control system by asking Head of the Internal Audit Department and concluded that from the
evaluation of various aspects of the Company’s internal control system, i.e. 5 components; control
environment; risk assessment; control activities; information and communication. The Company provided
sufficient personnel to implement the system efficiently including the internal control system on the
supervision of the subsidiaries’ operations to prevent the misuse of Company’s and its subsidiaries’ assets
from the Directors or the Management without authorisation. It also included the transactions with
persons who might have conflicts of interest and related parties. For internal control in other topics, the
Board of Directors agreed that there were sufficient internal control. In addition, no significant error on
internal control system was found from the operations carried by the internal audit unit in 2018 in
auditing various organisations in the Company, which may have any impact on the Company’s and its
subsidiaries’ operations. The external auditor did not report any significant errors as well.
Head of the Internal Audit
The Company assigned Miss Duangporn Tantiwiwat as the Company’s Head of Internal Audit on
July 15, 2011 because she has gained experiences in accounting audit and internal audit operations for
over 10 years and understands the Company’s and its subsidiaries’ activities and operations. As a result,
it is appropriate for her to be able to sufficiently perform the functions.
However, the consideration and approval of appointing, removing and transferring Head of
Internal Audit must be approved by the Audit Committee.
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